
OVEN-TO-TABLE STONEWARE
Stoneware ceramic has been the cornerstone of cookware
materials for centuries. Stoneware is a tried and trusted ceramic
that is extremely durable and a versatile choice for convenient
one-step, oven-to-table home cooking.

With our Fornax range, we wanted to create the perfect bakeware
that could work in any room. It was especially important to us
that it looked at home in both the kitchen and also at your dining
table. The modern and stylish designs of our dishes mean that
you can use them as a serving dish straight after removing from
the oven. From lasagne to pies, roasted vegetables to hot
crumble, use our beautiful Fornax range to cook all of your
family’s favourite meals.

CARBON STEEL
Along with ceramics, carbon steel is also a perfect solution when
choosing bakeware. It is lightweight, non-stick and has an
amazing temperature response and exceptional heat distribution
qualities ensuring a perfect bake every time! The textured base
of the Norma product range gives an additional non-stick
performance, allowing air to circulate under your bake, giving a
crisp and even cooking result.
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HIGH-FIRED
Stoneware Ceramic

NON-STICK
Surface

With its vibrant pink color, this ceramic Fornax bakeware

will create an eye-catching centerpiece on any dinner table. 

Serving up hot, fresh-out-of-the-oven meals is as easy as picking 

up the bakeware from the oven and lifting it over to the table 

with the convenience of its built-in handles.

FORNAX NORMA

STOCK 
CODE

ITEM NUMBER & DESCRIPTION DIMENSION (cm) CAPACITY (L)

OR5900 FORNAX_96121 RECTANGULAR BAKEWARE 34CM 34 × 17.2 × 7.3 2.1

OR5902 FORNAX_96122 RECTANGULAR BAKEWARE 40CM 40 × 20.7 × 7.8 2.9



HIGH-FIRED
Stoneware Ceramic

NON-STICK
Surface

This Fornax oval bakeware is a stylish way to serve up 

your delicious oven-to-table cooking. Made of highly 

durable glazed ceramic, it is perfect for prepping, 

storing and serving to family and friends. Versatile and 

elegant, this bakeware can be used in the oven, 

microwave, refrigerator and dishwasher.

STOCK 
CODE

ITEM NUMBER & DESCRIPTION DIMENSION (cm) CAPACITY (L)

OR5904 FORNAX_96141 OVAL BAKEWARE 26CM 26 × 16 × 6.3 1.0

OR5906 FORNAX_96142 OVAL BAKEWARE 32.2CM 32.2 × 20 × 6.8 1.9

FORNAX NORMA


